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DeWi: Beyond Networks
“The market potential for cellular communications appears very limited… Significant incremental market growth will 
not result from changes in either price or other product service attributes... Even high potential segments of the 
population demonstrate very limited interest in cellular communications, at any price.” — McKinsey, 1985

Call it proof of physical work, token-incentivized physical infrastructure networks, phygital NFTs, or simply web3 
infrastructure: there’s an undeniable emergence of crypto-networks that enable users and developers to interact with 
the physical world in trust-minimized ways. We count 35+ active projects in the space, connecting 1M+ on-chain 
daily-active devices, with a fully-diluted liquid market cap of $10B+. We categorize them as follows:

Decentralized radio networks focusing on cellular (Helium 5G, Pollen Mobile, XNET); WiFi (Althea, Wayru, 
WiFi-Coin, WiCrypt, WiFiDabba); LoRa (Helium LoRa, Foam, Mesh+); Bluetooth (Nodle); or satellite (Geod)

Decentralized sensor networks focusing on environmental data (WeatherXM, Planetwatch); vehicles (Dimo, 
Soarchain); maps (Hivemapper, RealityCoin); health (Stepn, Sweatcoin, Healthblocks); or general purpose IoT 
platforms (IoTeX, IOTA)

Decentralized server networks focusing on storage (Filecoin, Arweave, Sia); content delivery (Meson, NKN); or 
privacy/security (Sentinel, Boring)

Decentralized energy networks that connect energy production and storage devices (Anode, PowerLedger, 
Blue Morpha)

Today’s letter focuses on the first category, a phenomenon we call DeWi. DeWi is revolution in how communications 
networks are built, operated, and owned—and it’s happening as we speak. Since our last letter focused on network 
design, today we’ll focus on second-order impacts of DeWi networks and the resulting opportunities for 
entrepreneurs.

Source: Escape Velocity research

https://multicoin.capital/2022/04/05/proof-of-physical-work/
https://medium.com/@mikezajko_16091/token-incentivized-physical-infrastructure-networks-3548b3182d82
https://cointelegraph.com/news/lets-get-phygital-the-nfts-backed-by-real-world-collectibles
https://messari.io/report/how-are-web3-infrastructure-protocols-trying-to-capture-value?referrer=asset:helium
https://www.helium.com/5G
https://www.pollenmobile.io/
https://xnet.company/
https://www.althea.net/
https://www.wayru.io/
https://wifi-coins.com/
https://wicrypt.com/
https://www.wifidabba.com/home
https://www.helium.com/lorawan
https://foam.space/
https://meshplus.io/
https://www.nodle.com/
https://geodnet.com/index.html
https://weatherxm.com/
https://www.planetwatch.io/
https://dimo.zone/
https://soarchain.com/
https://hivemapper.com/
https://realityplatforms.org/
https://stepn.com/
https://sweatco.in/
https://www.healthblocks.ai/
https://iotex.io/
https://www.iota.org/
https://filecoin.io/
https://www.arweave.org/
https://sia.tech/
https://meson.network/
https://nkn.org/
https://sentinel.co/
https://boringprotocol.io/
https://www.anodelabs.io/
https://www.powerledger.io/
https://www.bluemorpha.com/
https://76qk5knw7e5rmr2aoan52spc5hutqblj53aumcnxoqbzotmbtxha.arweave.net/_6Cuqbb5OxZHQHAb3Uni6ek4BWnuwUYJt3QDl02Bnc4
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DeWi’s Time Has Finally Come
The real test of a thesis isn’t “how big?”, but “why now?” DeWi skeptics are quick to point out that spectrum sharing, 
ISP-in-a-box, mesh networking, and connectivity-sharing are all ideas that have been tried over the past decade with 
few successes. Despite that being true, when we put ourselves in the shoes of customers and entrepreneurs today, 
it’s obvious that the telco industry is undergoing a 0-to-1 transformation with hundreds of billions of dollars at stake. 
Here are a few facts to consider:

1. eSIMs have been around since 2018, but are now going mainstream. Earlier this month, Apple announced 
the iPhone 14 will have three times as many eSIMs as the prior generation (6 vs 2 eSIM slots), and - more 
importantly - will have zero slots for physical SIM cards. Given Apple’s production targets (95M+ iPhone 14s) and 
geographic split (40-50% US), we can assume 45M+ consumers will have eSIM-only iPhones next year.

2. eSIMs drive carrier switching costs down to near-zero. To test this theory, I (an 11-year Verizon customer) 
finally switched carriers. To join AT&T, I drove 15-minutes each way to the closest AT&T store and spent almost 
an hour signing up, guided by my very-friendly-but-clearly-paid-by-the-hour AT&T rep. To join T-Mobile, I 
downloaded an app and completed onboarding in less than 10 minutes, most of which was waiting for my eSIM 
to activate (if don’t believe me - watch this 30-second video or try the app yourself). eSIM product experiences 
are still nascent but will continue to improve, especially with Apple supporting native eSIM transfers via Bluetooth 
in iOS 16. Less than a week after Apple’s announcement, Verizon guided Wall Street towards its second 
consecutive quarter of negative net post-paid subscriber growth, sending $VZ stock to decade-lows. This more 
than just a bad quarter, it marks the beginning a fundamental shift in how consumers treat telcos: less like 
utilities, and more like services. The 1-2% monthly churn historically enjoyed by carriers is coming to an 
abrupt end in 2023.

3. There is more unlicensed spectrum available to entrepreneurs than ever before. The vast majority of WiFi 
and Bluetooth technologies we use every day were built on 235 MHz of unlicensed spectrum that were set aside 
in 1985. Despite this sparking innovations that drove >$40B/yr of economic benefits, the FCC never doubled-
down on unlicensed spectrum—until now. The amount of unlicensed spectrum in the US tripled over the 35 
years leading up to 2020; over the following 12 months, it tripled again.

Source: MacRumors, BusinessOfApps

Source: Escape Velocity research

https://www.apple.com/newsroom/2022/09/apple-introduces-iphone-14-and-iphone-14-plus/
https://bgr.com/tech/iphone-14-initial-production-run-to-deliver-at-least-90-million-units/
https://www.businessofapps.com/data/apple-statistics/
https://twitter.com/Captain2Phones/status/1570154950591643651
https://www.t-mobile.com/apps/download-t-mobile-app
https://www.lightreading.com/cable-tech/cablelabs-sizes-up-hybrid-mvno-architectures-/d/d-id/773484
https://www.macrumors.com/2022/06/08/ios-16-iphone-esim-transfer-via-bluetooth/
https://www.lightreading.com/5g/verizon-ceo-phone-customer-losses-will-continue-in-q3/d/d-id/780397
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-09-14/verizon-sees-another-mobile-subscriber-stumble-after-price-hikes
https://books.google.com/books?id=g_90E72qsSgC&pg=PA8&lpg=PA8&dq=value+created+by+wifi+unlicensed+spectrum&source=bl&ots=ISN2DtP0DR&sig=ACfU3U1HWGgQ8jhjxdSI7a43dF0ghgLy5w&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjJm8uHnoz6AhUnGVkFHe1_BF0Q6AF6BAg6EAM#v=onepage&q=value%20created%20by%20wifi%20unlicensed%20spectrum&f=false
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4. Vulnerable communications networks are being exploited by both state and non-state attackers. In 2021, 
hackers discovered one of the weakest links in the entire consumer internet supply chain: telcos’ customer 
support departments. In a SIM-swap attack, an attacker calls a telco’s customer support line and convinces the 
agent to transfer the victim’s SIM onto the attacker’s phone. Once this is done, a hacker can intercept every 
message and call, including SMS-based two-factor authentication for most email, social media, and bank 
accounts. As a result, SIM swaps can be devastating: the average reported loss is >$40K. Losses from SIM-
swap hacks grew >17x in 2021, driving higher churn for incumbents and providing an opportunity for 
challengers to differentiate on security/privacy.  

5. In some aspects, such as live data transfer, DeWi networks are still nascent; in others, DeWi is already 
outpacing the incumbents.  Helium and Pollen’s small cell LTE radio networks are growing >50% MoM, with 
miners deploying >900 new outdoor radios in the past 30 days. In major cities like San Francisco, DeWi is 
already reaching density with >200  nodes actively providing coverage. In fact, on an annualized basis, DeWi is 
deploying more than twice as many outdoor small cells as Crown Castle, the largest small cell operator 
in the US.

6. Ethereum’s homepage proudly states: “Ethereum's decentralized finance system never sleeps or discriminates. 
With just an internet connection, you can send, receive, borrow, earn interest, and even stream funds anywhere 
in the world” (emphasis added). Relatively few people in crypto are focused on the italicized part, but we think it’s 

Source: Federal Communications Commission; excludes bands >60 GHz

Source: Federal Bureau of Investigation

Source: Crown Castle earnings call; Helium and Pollen explorers

https://twitter.com/anthomaniacs/status/1569099181041778688
https://explorer.helium.com/mobile
https://www.fiercewireless.com/operators/crown-castle-cuts-small-cell-outlook-half-for-2021-2022#:~:text=Crown%20Castle%20International%20expects%20to,for%20near%2Dterm%205G%20deployments.
https://ethereum.org/en/
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incredibly important: what’s the point of having a censorship-resistant blockchain if governments around the world 
regularly shut down citizens’ internet access? Governments are blocking internet access >10x more often 
than in years past.

💡 The internet has become pervasive and as a society we use it more and more every day — yet the 
networks we rely on are expensive, fragile, and vulnerable to abuse by both “insiders” 
(governments) and “outsiders” (hackers). At the same time, the moats of telco incumbents, i.e. 
switching costs and spectrum licenses, are being dismantled by the exogenous shocks from eSIMs 
and unlicensed spectrum. For entrepreneurs and risk-oriented investors, the time to build 
decentralized communications networks is right now.

The Size of the Prize: $270B+
Note: this essay refers to US opportunity only; future essays will explore global markets. “Telcos” represent combined 
Q2’22 annualized financials for AT&T + Verizon + T-Mobile. “Towers” represent combined Q2’22 annualized financials 
for American Tower + Crown Castle + SBA.

In Q2’22, telcos generated $270B of annualized revenues, which went towards:

Network Operations: $55B/yr (20%). Telcos generate 80% gross margins, which would put them in the top 
quartile of public SaaS companies (operating networks isn’t actually that expensive — as we’ve argued in the 
past, telcos are good businesses).

Corporate Overhead: $50B/yr (20%). Managing the network costs $125K per employee, which is roughly in line 
with US banks ($150K average annual compensation per employee for JPM/BAC/C/WFC), suggesting DeWi can 
have a similar cost-savings impact as DeFi.

Reinvestment: $50B/yr (20%). Telcos are roughly halfway through a decade-long, $500B investment cycle into 
5G. The vast majority of this capital is for densifying networks and improving capacity only in the top-50 urban 
markets. Rural markets are more or less ignored.

Customer Acquisition: $30B/yr (10%). Despite enormous marketing budgets and low customer churn, telco 
revenue growth of <2% lags inflation. Marketing dollars are spent competing amongst each other, ultimately 
benefiting Apple/Samsung more than telcos.

Source: Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, AccessNow, Netblocks

https://8217363.fs1.hubspotusercontent-na1.net/hubfs/8217363/Capchase_SaaS_Benchmark_Report_final-1.pdf
https://7z6s6va27wdjx7gebacdeawuvv5luddfgzjtrqxuazsokh6bof6a.arweave.net/_n0vVBr9hpv8xAgEMgLUrXq6DGU2UzjC9AZk5R_BcXw
https://www.fool.com/earnings/call-transcripts/2022/07/21/crown-castle-international-cci-q2-2022-earnings-ca/
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The orange category - $85B/yr in stakeholder payouts - represents the cost of financing telcos’ $1T balance sheet, 
broken down as follows:

Assets: $445B of physical and other assets are dwarfed by intangible assets, including $375B of spectrum 
licenses, $135B of goodwill, and $45B of receivables. This deeply impacts returns on invested capital, effectively 
cutting asset yields from 61% ($270B revenues using $445B of assets) down to 27% ($270B using $1T of total 
assets).

Liabilities: Lenders earn 4% on $350B of debt, shareholders earn 12% on $300B of equity, and towers are 
owned by third-party landlords earning 15-20%. There’s also $100B of deferred taxes liability funding, on which 
the government earns 11%+ cash returns via income taxes (before spectrum fees).

This provides a rough sketch of DeWi’s market opportunity. From telco income statements:

A $55B/yr opportunity to improve core network operations.

A $50B/yr opportunity to efficiently deploy 5G networks.

A $50B/yr opportunity to reduce corporate overhead.

A $30B/yr opportunity to engage customers in new ways.

And from the balance sheet:

A $375B opportunity to use spectrum more efficiently.

A $350B opportunity to use physical assets more efficiently.

A $45B opportunity to drive value to customers in new ways.
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Where Are The Biggest Opportunities?
The nature of exponential growth makes emerging categories look deceptively small. When investors dismiss DeWi 
today, it’s driven by the same thinking that led investors to pass on Coinbase (”there’s already Bitcoin—how many 
cryptocurrencies can there really be?”), Salesforce (”there’s already CRM—how many SaaS products can there really 
be?”), and Shopify (”there’s already Amazon—how many e-commerce stores can there really be?”).

Fast forward to today, and Salesforce has acquired 70+ SaaS companies (out of >25K), Coinbase lists 215+ tokens 
(out of >20K), and Shopify supports 1.75M+ e-commerce business (out of >10M). And it’s not that these companies 
are sole winners in their markets: there’s dozens of other SaaS businesses, crypto-networks, and e-commerce 
brands valued at billions of dollars. Meanwhile, investors stuck on “how many can there really be?” missed out on 
category-leading businesses behind some of the most pivotal technology trends of the past decade.

Which begs the question: what’s the form factor of DeWi, analogous to a SaaS business / e-commerce store / token 
issuer?

Mobile hybrid network operators (MHNOs) & wireless internet service providers (WISPs).

💡 In both cases, DeWi gives entrepreneurs the tools to experiment with new products and customer 
segments at a fraction of the historical fixed costs. MVNOs, who traditionally need to charge $45-
60/mo to breakeven on data costs, can now achieve the same charging $15-20/mo. WISPs, which 
have traditionally needed 1K+ customers to amortize the cost of a single fiber backhaul connection, 
can now operate profitably with <100 customers.

MVNOs
Telcos spend $80B/yr marketing and managing their networks. But with revenue growth of <2%, investors are not 
seeing the benefits. With an average NPS of 6 (compared to 20+ for large banks and 30+ for payments networks), 
customers are not seeing the benefits either. The real winners are telco executives, who got paid >$60M in 2021 
while shareholders lost more than $30B under their stewardship.

Given the astronomical capital and regulatory requirements to build a new telco, the only real option for entrepreneurs 
has been to build MVNOs. In an attempt to differentiate, most MVNOs target niche audiences (e.g., Latinos, 
conservatives, seniors) or leverage existing brands (e.g., Disney, ESPN, MTV). However, virtually all MVNOs fall 
short of venture-scale outcomes because - regardless of their structure - they ultimately rely on renting wholesale 
network access from telcos. Even crypto-esque connectivity-sharing MVNOs, which found product-market fit over a 
decade ago, were inevitably thwarted by telcos.

It’s a tale as old as time: if you buy your inputs from a competitor, any progress is quickly offset by rising wholesale 
prices. MNOs generally charge $3-4/GB wholesale, but can sometimes charge as much as $10/GB. Given the 
average American uses 15 GB/mo of mobile data, MVNOs need to charge $45-60/mo just to break even on data 
transfer ($150/mo in the extreme case) — before the cost of acquiring and servicing customers. 

The only companies to make the MVNO model work have been cable operators: Comcast, Charter, and Altice. These 
companies amassed 9M mobile subscribers (+40% YoY) with a super long runway for growth (9M subs is still <10% 
of their broadband subscriber base). How is it possible that they are succeeding at a consumer-facing business after 
Disney/ESPN/MTV failed? It’s because, unlike the media brands, cable operators can route mobile traffic onto their 
own backhaul networks at near-zero marginal cost. They manage to offload 60-80% of total traffic this way, massively 
cutting down on the $3-4/GB fees traditionally paid to telcos.

https://my.pitchbook.com/profile/51344-38/company/profile#investments
https://help.coinbase.com/en/supported-crypto
https://backlinko.com/shopify-stores
https://www.comparably.com/brands/att
https://www.comparably.com/brands/358421
https://www.comparably.com/brands/visa
https://www.fiercewireless.com/wireless/mvno-movida-pockets-40m-vc
https://www.fiercewireless.com/wireless/patriot-mobile-mvno-for-conservatives-looks-for-holiday-shopping-growth
https://www.consumercellular.com/
https://thewaltdisneycompany.com/disney-to-end-u-s-based-mvno-operations-explore-new-business-model-for-popular-family-centric-suite-of-services-and-content-for-mobile/
https://www.vice.com/en/article/53vvg3/the-embarrassing-failure-that-made-espn-a-mobile-juggernaut
https://venturebeat.com/business/what-were-they-thinking-ampd-mobiles-mad-credit-strategy/
https://img.lightreading.com/2021/11/773484/9325.jpg
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2012-12-04/karma-the-more-data-you-share-the-more-you-get?leadSource=uverify%20wall
https://twitter.com/haseeb/status/1549860903159488513
https://www.fiercewireless.com/wireless/charter-comcast-altice-usa-gain-694000-wireless-subs-q2
https://www.fiercewireless.com/wireless/cable-mvnos-add-550-000-wireless-subs-q2
https://wifinowglobal.com/news-and-blog/report-us-cable-mvnos-benefitting-greatly-from-wi-fi-offload/
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By being the first low-cost & credibly-neutral offload partner, DeWi networks will change the fundamentals of 
the MVNO business. At the price charged by Helium/Pollen ($0.50/GB), MVNOs who offload 60-80% of traffic only 
need to charge $15-20/mo to breakeven on data transfer (vs $45-60 historically). Furthermore, certainty in the cost 
structure will help make MVNOs investable for venture capitalists and other pools of risk capital.

DeWi adds an important nuance to the MVNO business: location. MVNOs whose customers reside in areas with 
plentiful DeWi coverage can offload larger portions of their traffic at cheaper rates. The table below shows how, by 
leveraging cheap DeWi offload and using token rewards to drive customer acquisition, MVNOs can generate unit 
economics that are competitive with incumbent telcos while requiring far less capital.

We are excited about two types of businesses: MHNOs and MVNO enablers.

MHNOs

Mobile Hybrid Network Operators, or MHNOs, describes a new class of MVNO business models leveraging DeWi 
rails to supercharge their unit economics. For example, we think an MHNO targeting coastal tech / finance employees 
could be extremely profitable:

1) Customers have a high willingness to pay for ancillary services. Customers have disposable income, no 
car bill, and are used to paying for digital services. Additionally, 98% of employers have some form of cell phone 
reimbursement, which eliminates consumer price sensitivity. MHNOs could potentially even bundle health-related 
services, enabling them to capture a portion of tax-advantaged FSA / HSA spend. MVNOs like Efani or Cloaked 
Wireless, who offer $75-100/mo cell plans with enhanced privacy/security protection, could be first-movers in this 
market.

2) Customers are concentrated in cities with strong DeWi coverage. Both Helium and Pollen networks are 
concentrated in major US cities (e.g., NYC, SF, LA, Houston, Miami), which are also cities with high 
concentrations of early tech adopters. If an MHNO can offload 80% of traffic and breakeven on data transfer at 
$15-20/mo, the average cell phone plan of $125/mo leaves plenty of room for companies to find ways to share 

Source: Escape Velocity research

https://twitter.com/PollenMobile/status/1565864253998870529
https://insights.samsung.com/2022/05/16/how-much-should-you-compensate-byod-employees-for-mobile-expenses-3/
https://www.efani.com/
https://www.cloakedwireless.com/plans
https://explorer.helium.com/mobile
https://explorer.pollenmobile.io/
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/06/15/how-to-save-money-on-your-phone-bill.html
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value back with customers. Because DeWi networks are permissionless, well-capitalized MHNOs can deploy 
radios directly in areas with the highest offload costs — their gross margins are finally in their own hands.

3) MHNOs will earn token rewards from using DeWi networks. Pollen eSIMs currently earn 3.4% of network 
rewards (~$50K/mo); other DeWi networks are likely to follow with their own demand-side incentives. MHNOs 
can choose to share these tokens with customers to lower acquisition costs and increase engagement; or use 
tokens to subsidize lower headline costs for customers; or hold tokens on balance sheet, becoming a hybrid 
MHNO-mining business; or donate the tokens to open-source development communities; or invent any number of 
new ways of delivering value to their customers.

Coastal tech/finance employees are by no means the only demographic where this playbook applies. We see DeWi 
sparking a renaissance of the MVNO model, enabling the creation of thousands MHNOs across the US. Most of 
these businesses will build in niche and/or competitive markets, but a few will build outsized companies with lasting 
brands. We’re excited about MHNOs that find ways to build defensible brands by delivering value to customers in a 
unique way.

How big can these businesses be? Revolut, when it launched in 2015, was a debit card with fee-free FX transactions. 
At the time, it would have been difficult to predict what the Revolut app looks like today: physical cards, virtual cards, 
bill payments, equities trading, crypto trading, insurance, travel, e-commerce, and more. As Revolut (and Robinhood, 
Venmo, Cash App, and many others) have proved, building direct, trusted digital relationships with consumers can be 
massively valuable.

It’s similarly difficult to predict the ways creative entrepreneurs will monetize the MHNO model. However, we can 
estimate the size of the prize based on monthly gross profit per user and a 5x valuation multiple, which suggests a 
path to a $10B+ opportunity. Cellular connectivity - with an monthly ARPU of $75-125 and a product customers use 
nearly 24/7 - is as good a place as any to anchor a consumer brand.

The market is already seizing the MHNO opportunity. US Mobile, a tech-first MVNO with a flexible mix-and-match 
platform, grew its way into $30M of ARR while raising only $4M seed round (talk about capital efficient!) - they 
recently raised another $30M to further accelerate growth. Within the Helium community, there are rumors of an 
upcoming MHNO launch from Nova Labs.

MVNO Enablers

The second class of businesses we are excited about do exactly what they say: enable MVNOs. Today, integrating 
with a telco costs $50K+ in up-front implementation fees plus a host of bureaucratic red tape. Companies abstracting 
away the cost/complexity of these integrations have been around for a long time, called MVNA/MVNEs, but always as 
services-first, not software-first businesses; and like most services businesses, they have produced mediocre 
outcomes for investors.

Paths to building a venture-scale MHNO business.

https://twitter.com/amirhaleem/status/1568371934068604929
https://www.usmobile.com/
https://www.fiercewireless.com/operators/us-mobile-secures-11-5m-funding-esim-and-retail-coming
https://www.usmobile.com/blog/us-mobile-funding-series-a2/#:~:text=We%20more%20than%20doubled%20our,increase%20in%20starter%20kit%20sales.
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1NFYczq0AZf3flgPJOfRMqjudFwPgVDRiPC_RdaIU_90/edit#gid=0
https://syntegra.net/whats-the-difference-mno-mvno-mvne-and-mvna/
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But if the number of MVNOs grows 10x, there’s a clear opportunity to build products for the coming wave of new 
entrants that will eventually represent 90% of the market. For example, Oxio offers an MVNO-in-a-box platform that 
enables any business with a captive customer relationship (e.g., retailers, fintechs, consumer apps) to become an 
MVNO. The idea has been tried in the past, but seems to be hitting its stride: Oxio serves many of largest consumer 
brands in Mexico and recently raised $40M to expand to the US and Brazil. If thousands of challenger MVNOs launch 
in the coming years, companies like Oxio or Gigs will have a path to making a multi-billion dollar businesses out of 
‘arming the rebels’.

How big can these businesses be? There are ~200 MVNOs in the US today, a number which we think can grow to 
3K+ by the end of the decade. If MVNOs collectively take 1/3rd of telcos’ market share (100M customers or $90B 
ARR), then an MVNO enabler with a 5% revenue take rate has a $4.5B+ revenue opportunity (see LHS below). This 
is likely to be shared amongst multiple companies as the infrastructure needs of various customer verticals diverge 
over time. A 5% take rate feels reasonable relative to where MVNOs sit in the stack - in fintech terms, roughly 
halfway between a payments processor (2-3%) and an insurance TPA (7-8%).

Derivative markets for bandwidth are a venture-scale opportunity onto themselves (see RHS below). Since 
derivatives generally trade 3x+ higher volumes than spot markets, telco revenues of $270B could mean that even at 
small take rates (5 bps) there is an opportunity to build a huge derivatives business - $400M+ revenues - on top of a 
global payments network for bandwidth.

Internet Service Providers
Telcos spend $50B/yr deploying 5G networks, and yet despite the massive investments, they struggle to sufficiently 
densify their networks in the face of data transfer demand compounding at >30%. First, telcos openly admit to 
deploying 5G coverage only in dense urban areas: if your town doesn’t have an NFL team, you’re out of luck. 
Second, even in the so-called NFL cities, incumbents struggle to deploy small cells profitably: the leading player, 
Crown Castle, spent tens of billions of dollars deploying 115K+ small cells, only to earn notoriously disappointing 
returns on capital (13% vs 20%+ on towers).

At a high level, there are three ways to provide last-mile internet access. 100M+ American households get their 
internet via physical wires, made of either fiber/copper and deployed either above/under-ground. These wired 
connections provide the best speed / capacity and don’t require spectrum, but are capital intensive to deploy. 10M+ 
American households get their internet from radio waves transmitted through terrestrial antennas, typically placed 
either on towers or other buildings; this method requires far less capital, but the connection is slower, less reliable, 
and requires spectrum. Lastly, 2-3M American households get their internet from radio waves transmitted by 
antennas on satellites, which can be geo-stationary or low-earth orbiting. Satellite internet is the worst in terms of 
performance (because signals have to travel >1200 miles each way), but is often the only feasible choice for rural 
communities.

Paths to building a venture-scale MVNO enabler business.

https://oxio.com/
https://www.italtel.com/italtel-full-mvno-in-a-box/
https://techcrunch.com/2022/09/21/a-stripe-for-phone-plans-gigs-raises-20m-to-help-any-company-be-an-mvno/
https://miro.medium.com/max/1400/1*kH07xmN-_ziZVq7KzxwMnA.png
https://www.fool.com/earnings/call-transcripts/2022/07/21/crown-castle-international-cci-q2-2022-earnings-ca/
https://reclaimingthecrown.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Reclaiming-the-Crown-Presentation_07062020.pdf
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Wireless Internet Service Providers, or WISPs, fall into the middle category: they install a radio wave antenna on your 
house, point it towards a bigger antenna on the nearest cell phone tower, and rent backhaul capacity from the fiber on 
that tower to provide internet access. The typical WISP is a small business with 10 employees, 2K customers, and 
$1-2M of annual revenues. These businesses are often federally-subsidized, including by the $65B earmarked for 
broadband in the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act.

Like MVNOs, prior attempts at scaling WISPs have resulted in unenviable outcomes for investors. Clearwire - a 
company founded in 2002 by telco legend Craig McCaw - raised $3.4B for its fixed wireless and grew to 200K 
subscribers, but made some regrettable architecture choices (WiFiMax > LTE), never reached profitability, and 
eventually sold to Sprint for the same amount as it raised; Starry - a fixed wireless provider using mmWave spectrum 
founded in 2014 - raised $250M+, grew to 50K subscribers, and SPAC’d at a $1.6B valuation earlier this year, only to 
miss their growth projections and see the stock price fall >75%; Shentel - a cable company with 100+ years of 
experience - tried and publicly failed to build a profitable WISP business, which they are now in the process of 
shutting down; Tarana - a hardware company that builds specialized non-line-of-sight radios for fixed wireless - raised 
$495M, filed 25+ patents, and took twelve years to reach $10M in quarterly revenues; Cradlepoint - another fixed 
wireless hardware company - raised $205M and sold to Ericcson for less than $10M. We’re not saying these are bad 
companies or poorly-executed ideas: just that the WISP business has been exceptionally hard to make money on.

Similar to the dynamic in MVNOs, the only truly successful entrants into the WISP business have been incumbents: 
not cable operators, but telcos. In part to strike back at cable MVNOs stealing their mobile subscribers, the big telcos 
launched WISP businesses that have amassed 2M+ subscribers across T-Mobile + Verizon + AT&T. The former two 
are leaning into the model, promising shareholders that their fixed wireless subscriber base will grow to 11M+ by 
2025. AT&T is instead focusing on extending its fiber footprint, with the rationale that customers prefer fiber’s lower 
latency over fixed wireless (Verizon points to the fact that their own fiber customers almost never use its full capacity).

How is it possible that T-Mobile/Verizon/AT&T succeed at scaling their WISP businesses when every prior attempt - 
including those with plenty of funding, industry expertise, hungry entrepreneurs, and differentiated technology - have 
all failed? Captive customer bases certainly help, but it hasn’t guaranteed success for telcos launching new products 
in the past. The real unfair advantage is the hundreds of billions of dollars of radios that telcos have already deployed 
on towers. So long as there’s spectrum available, telcos have near-zero incremental capex or opex from an 
incremental fixed wireless customer, beyond mailing a router to the subscriber’s house and customer support. (note: 
the qualifier is important - spectrum availability is a real problem for fixed wireless, particularly in urban areas with 
limited capacity; telcos generally self-impose caps on subscribers in dense areas in order to avoid such interference 
and quality degradation).

By being the first open radio networks at scale with 100% usage-based pricing, DeWi will change the 
fundamentals of the WISP business. Historically, the fixed costs of a wholesale fiber connection ($3K/mo) have 
made the traditional WISP business impractical at small scale. At a sticker price of $50/user/mo, a WISP with 100 
customers generates 30% gross margins: not a death sentence, but combined with a customer acquisition costs of 
$450/user fully-loaded, it means the business is barely staying afloat (1.5x LTV/CAC). However, at scale of 1K+ 
subscribers and with strong user retention to offset acquisition costs, WISPs can deliver strong unit economics of >4x 
LTV/CAC (for an excellent, more granular view on the unit economics of a WISP, see Althea’s sustainable networks).

DeWi unlocks two levers for WISPs: 1) in areas where WISPs deploy their own radios, DeWi networks are “buyers of 
last resort” for excess capacity; 2) in areas where deploying radios is too capital intensive, WISPs can rent backhaul 
from DeWi networks on a per-GB basis (i.e., by burning governance tokens in a burn-and-mint model). These two 
unlocks will allow WISPs to operate profitably at any scale by removing the fixed cost barrier in markets with DeWi 
coverage.

https://www.fiercetelecom.com/telecom/broadband-gets-65-billion-u-s-infrastructure-bill-here-s-what-happens-next
https://www.bamsec.com/filing/95012309005614?cik=1442505
https://dyajmw2sca9cs.cloudfront.net/press/pdf/Starry+FMAC+Merger+Investor+Presentation+-+FINAL+(100721).pdf
https://www.lightreading.com/opticalip/shentel-halts-fixed-wireless-buildout-in-favor-of-fiber/d/d-id/773161
https://www.taranawireless.com/about/
https://patents.justia.com/assignee/tarana-wireless-inc
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-03-23/wireless-home-broadband-venture-tarana-valued-at-1-billion?leadSource=uverify%20wall
https://tcv.medium.com/cradlepoint-raises-89m-to-transform-the-wide-area-network-wan-for-the-connected-enterprise-74a3da81bf30
https://www.t-mobile.com/news/network/t-mobile-reaches-1-million-fixed-wireless-customers
https://www.notion.so/a5743e5612e24ffba4eacd3727ac378a
https://www.fiercewireless.com/wireless/att-has-over-500000-fixed-wireless-subs-its-focused-fiber
https://www.fiercewireless.com/wireless/verizon-expects-4-5m-fixed-wireless-customers-end-2025
https://www.fiercetelecom.com/telecom/att-exec-i-almost-feel-bad-cable-cos-against-our-fiber
https://www.fiercetelecom.com/operators/verizon-cto-compares-fiber-to-fixed-wireless-access
https://www.lightreading.com/services/in-2022-will-telcos-get-the-rcs-message-at-last/d/d-id/774411
https://www.fiercewireless.com/wireless/t-mobiles-fwa-taps-unused-mobile-capacity-which-has-its-limits
https://medium.com/althea-mesh/althea-a-sustainable-network-7c62faec8e1c
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We are excited about two kinds of businesses: Venture Miners & WISP Enablers.

Venture Miners

DeWi miners are businesses that deploy networking equipment and provide internet connectivity to mine tokens. Not 
all DeWi miners fit the Venture Miner definition — in fact, most don’t. There are many ways to build a DeWi mining 
business: which networks should you mine? which locations should you focus on? should you own vs rent property? 
what about equipment? should you use contractors or employees? how much debt should you take on?

DeWi adds a special nuance to crypto mining business: location. In general, markets will treat miners that own 
their locations like tower REITs: high-yielding assets that have traded at >5x book value for the past decade (currently 
10-15x). On the other hand, miners that rent property will be treated like Bitcoin miners: they may have advantaged 
access to a key mining resource in the near-term, but they don’t get credit for owning it long-term. Bitcoin miners 
trade in a tighter range around 0.5-2.5x book value (although they did reach 10-15x multiples during the height of the 
2021 bull market).

Like Bitcoin miners, DeWi miners are doomed to face the eternal question from equity investors: why shouldn’t we 
just buy Bitcoin/Helium tokens directly? From a valuation perspective, miners have a cost of capital denominated in 
BTC/HNT, currencies which have been incredibly difficult to outperform over long periods of time. Despite this being 
true, we believe that - under the right circumstances and with the right team - DeWi mining can be a venture-scale 
business while also providing diversified exposure to the entire DeWi category. We call the strategy Venture Mining, a 
model pioneered by Hexagon Wireless.

The goal of venture mining is to maximize the value of DeWi tokens on balance sheet in the most capital efficient 
manner possible. Because networks tend to reward early miners generously (i.e., Helium / Pollen distribute 11% of 
their max supply to miners in the first year), those who are earliest to networks stand to earn outsized token rewards 
relative to the amount of fiat capital invested. What separates Venture Miners from regular miners is speed, which 
leads to scale.

Miners face a choice of which DeWi network(s) to spend their time and resources mining. Ceteris paribus, venture 
miners prefer DeWi tokens that:

1) Are early in their development, to maximize available rewards

2) Have little competition, to maximize share of available rewards

3) Have the brightest long-term prospects, and/or near-term liquidity

Source: Escape Velocity research

https://twitter.com/hexagonwireless
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4) Have price stability, to maximize fiat rents and/or leverage

How big can these businesses be? Marathon Digital, the largest publicly-traded Bitcoin miner which was started in 
2010, has 10K BTC on its balance sheet (5 bps of the Bitcoin network). The average Pollen flower is currently 
earning 100K PCN on an annualized basis, or 1 bp of the Pollen network. We suspect there are multiple mining 
operations with close to 100 flowers deployed, suggesting there are miners out there who already own 1%+ of the 
Pollen network on a fully-diluted basis.

The best venture miners will build moats that extend beyond the value of their balance sheets and garner valuation of 
several times book value. On a 2-3 year time frame, DeWi mining will feel like Bitcoin mining, and the keys to success 
will be the same: in the words of the world’s biggest Bitcoin miner, Be Agile, Get Big. On a 5-10 year time frame, as 
proof-of-coverage rewards are replaced by data transfer and the winning DeWi networks become entrenched, 
venture miners will feel less like Bitcoin miners and more like tower REITs.

The real TAM of DeWi mining is the total unrealized value of real estate that could be used more productively by 
hosting networking equipment. Venture miners will find ways to capture an outsized share of this value creation by 
signing long-term leases on high-value properties, or even buying them outright. Once at scale, venture miners are 
well-positioned to expand up the value chain by serving customers directly, adopting a hybrid MHNO-miner or WISP-
miner model.

WISP Enablers

The second type of business we are excited about, WISP enablers, build tools to help deploy and optimize wireless 
networks. Recall that thanks to DeWi, a WISP with 10 customers can have the same unit economics as a WISP with 
1000 customers, enabling the creation of tens of thousands of WISPs over the next decade. Software platforms that 
enable this emerging set of WISPs, as well as other types of DeWi miners, have a long runway for growth.

Hotspotty, for example, offers a full-stack software platform where can miners plan, monitor, and manage their fleets. 
As DeWi miners scale from tens to hundreds to thousands of radios, operations become exponentially more complex 
and the value of an integrated software platform grows accordingly. Mining businesses tend to be run by networking / 
systems engineers who lack the internal capabilities to build specialized fleet management software. This creates an 
opportunity for companies like Hotspotty or Weaver Labs to build high-quality, shared software infrastructure for the 
entire DeWi ecosystem.

Beyond the SaaS model, there are many potential approaches for ISP enablers. Companies like Airwaive and 
Sitenna are taking a marketplace approach, aggregating hosts, miners/ISPs, and networks on three-sided 
marketplaces. Gamified approaches, such as Anthomaniacs by Hexagon Wireless, have the potential to bring DeWi 
to a mass market audience. ISP-in-a-box platforms, which have been tried unsuccessfully in years past, may finally 
get their time in the sun. Financing models, like “rent-to-own your own WISP”, are sure to be explored. The problem 
statement for all of these businesses is the same: how do we help miners/WISPs build and operate wireless 
networks? Software, marketplaces, games, and financing are all potential answers to this question. We believe the 

Paths to a venture-scale DeWi mining business.

https://twitter.com/FlowerROI/status/1567549481310117893
https://d1io3yog0oux5.cloudfront.net/_c65d71301e781ef2560cfaa68eca9a4c/marathondh/db/212/3886/pdf/2022+May+-+MARA+IR+Presentation.pdf
https://hotspotty.net/
https://weaverlabs.io/
https://www.airwaive.com/
https://sitenna.com/
https://twitter.com/anthomaniacs/status/1549060185498324992
https://techcrunch.com/2018/05/10/necto-looks-to-help-individuals-get-their-own-local-isp-businesses-off-the-ground/
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number of WISPs will grow from 2-3K to 20-30K by the end of the decade, driving an opportunity for a $10B+ 
infrastructure business.

Unlocking Capital Efficiency
Telcos have a history of 1st-party to 3rd-party infrastructure transitions. Most notably, telcos used to own towers, but 
sold them off to REITs over the past decade. Perhaps most famously, in 2012 John Legere sold T-Mobile’s tower 
portfolio to Crown Castle seven days after becoming CEO. The rationale was simple: a tower with three tenants 
earns 8x higher returns on capital than a tower with one tenant (see page 18). The proceeds allowed T-Mobile to 
invest in building the leading 4G LTE network in the country (and in the case of VZ/AT&T, selling towers reduced 
leverage and protected their investment-grade credit ratings).

Shared infrastructure is simply more efficient: the same towers that were sold by the telcos at $0.4-0.5M/tower are 
now valued 3-5x higher in the public markets ($1.5-2.0M/tower). This shows the power of credibly-neutral shared 
infrastructure: by extricating tower ownership away from telcos, towers became more productive assets, generated 
higher yields, and were valued at higher multiples by investors, ultimately leading to >$100B in value creation. The 
bulk of this value was captured by tower REITs (by increasing tenants-per-tower and raising rents) and challenger 
telcos like T-Mobile (by freeing up their capital to invest more heavily into radio networks and marketing).

Telcos sold off the vast majority of their tower portfolios over the past decade, but their $1T balance sheet remains 
overburdened with other types of underutilized assets, namely spectrum.

Spectrum licenses are permission from the government to transmit radio waves over a certain frequency and in a 
certain location. These licenses often come with restrictions (e.g., power limitations) and/or covenants (e.g., buildout 
requirements). Three things to note about spectrum licenses: 1) spectrum coordination is highly complex/fragmented 
(see LHS below), 2) the value of licenses can vary dramatically, but can be worth as much as $2-4 per MHz-person 

Paths to a venture-scale ISP enabler business.

Source: indexed 10-year total shareholder return from yCharts. Source: RootMetrics

https://about.att.com/newsroom/att_and_crown_castle_announce_tower_transaction.html
https://www.fiercewireless.com/wireless/verizon-offloads-towers-to-american-tower-for-5b
https://www.fiercewireless.com/wireless/t-mobile-sells-towers-to-crown-castle-for-2-4b
https://www.eweek.com/mobile/t-mobile-furthering-lte-effort-leases-towers-for-2.4-billion/
https://bit.ly/2Wm0O5W
https://www.fiercewireless.com/regulatory/cca-urges-fcc-to-consider-higher-power-rules-for-cbrs
https://www.fiercewireless.com/5g/dishs-mayo-so-far-so-good-meeting-5g-buildout-deadlines-10b#:~:text=Dish%20will%20build%20out%20its,cover%2070%25%20of%20the%20population.
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(see RHS), and 3) licenses are sold at government auctions where regulators set the rules and unilaterally control 
who gets to bid. In total, the FCC has sold $230B+ of spectrum which is currently valued at $375B+ on telco balance 
sheets.

Like towers, spectrum is more efficient when shared. In today’s version of telcos, the chronology for deploying 
networks is: 1) buy spectrum licenses at an FCC auction, 2) deploy radios that are compatible with the specific band 
of spectrum, 3) wait for consumers to buy phones that are also compatible, 4) test the network for reliability and 
quality of service, and 5) only then can telcos transfer live customer data over the acquired spectrum. Steps #2-4 can 
take years during which spectrum licenses are sitting idly on telco balance sheets earning zero return.

It’s not clear exactly what percentage of spectrum is productively used, but it’s clear that spectrum is massively 
underutilized. MVNO Leap Wireless disclosed in 2012 that 60% of its spectrum went unused at any given time. 
Qualcomm executives estimate 30% of spectrum in India went unused in 2019. Given that telcos hold $375B of 
spectrum to generate $270B of revenues, reducing the amount of balance sheet spectrum by 30-60% would drive an 
increase in  telco’s return on equity from 12% to 15-20%. This may seem like a relatively small increase, but in 
nominal terms implies >$100B of value creation for consumers and shareholders.

Spectrum sharing is far from a new idea. Doug Hutcheson, the CEO of Leap Wireless, has been calling for it for over 
a decade. The EU has been researching it for a long time, but - in typical European fashion - moderately-successful 
local initiatives have failed to turn into a coherent EU-wide standards. However, the most interesting developments in 
spectrum sharing are happening right now in America. And - in typical American fashion - it’s a tale of unabashed 
capitalism, and unabashed litigation.

First some background: in 1963, the FCC allocated 195 MHz of spectrum to a program called EBS, or Educational 
Band Spectrum. This spectrum was given to universities/schools in chunks of 35-mile radius, with the intent that they 
broadcast educational content on TV for their local communities. As you might guess, there was no demand for 
locally-produced educational television, and most EBS spectrum was rarely if ever used. By the 1970’s, the FCC 
acquiesced and began allowing schools to lease their licenses to earn yield. Fast forward to today and 93%+ of EBS 
licenses are leased to singe telco: T-Mobile. In 2020, alongside a host of spectrum initiatives, the FCC passed a new 
rule allowing schools to not only lease, but also sell their EBS licenses—including those leased to T-Mobile.

Enter WCO Spectrum, a new company led by telco legend Gary Winnick (who financed the first privately-owned 
undersea fiber cables in the ‘90s), who claims that 7% of all EBS licenses have already traded hands, presumably 
acquired by either WCO or T-Mobile. 

When WCO acquires a license, they effectively become T-Mobile’s spectrum landlord. Lease terms are up to 30 
years, after which WCO can raise rents, lease the spectrum to competing telcos, or even deploy their own radio 

Source: Visual Capital Source: IEEE

https://web.archive.org/web/20160817025021/https://www.fiercewireless.com/wireless/leap-ceo-60-our-spectrum-not-being-used-and-we-re-interested-network-spectrum-sharing
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/problem-unused-spectrum-parag-kar/
https://www.pcmag.com/archive/can-us-cell-phone-carriers-learn-to-share-296019
https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/shared-use-spectrum
https://alphawireless.com/spectrum-sharing-and-private-wireless-market-tour-europe/
https://www.fiercewireless.com/wireless/fcc-adopts-rule-changes-for-ebs-2-5-ghz-band-drops-educational-use-requirement
https://wcospectrum.com/
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network. This is a huge, huge problem for T-Mobile, because the 2.5GHz spectrum is a bedrock of their 5G strategy - 
they already use it to cover 200M+ Americans, expected to increase to 300M+ by year-end 2023.

To secure this spectrum, T-Mobile is turning to aggressive litigation. Their lawyers threatened to sue schools and 
universities if they disclosed the terms of T-Mobile’s leases to any third parties (i.e., potential buyers). T-Mobile is 
actively engaged in lawsuits in at least two cases, claiming the lease terms are “trade secrets” and that <75 internal 
employees have access to the information. It goes without saying, without disclosing lease terms there’s little hope for 
schools to get fair market value for their licenses.

💡 The story is so absurd it is best illustrated by example. Christian’s College of Georgia (CCG, an institution 
founded in 1947 to train future Christian ministers based out of Atlanta suburbs, leases its EBS licenses to 
T-Mobile for $55K/yr. This funding provides half of the school’s total funding. Given a population of roughly 
250K+ within the 35-mile radius around Athens, we estimate the annual spectrum rent paid by T-Mobile is 
4-5 cents per MHz-pop.  
 
After the FCC ruling, T-Mobile offered the school $1M to buy the licenses, representing an 18x multiple of 
the current annual rent (5.5% yield or $0.80 per MHz-pop). The newly-capitalized WCO offered $5.5M, 
representing a 100x multiple of current annual rent (1.0% yield or $4.40 per MHz-pop). The lease in 
question expires in 2038, at which point WCO would be able to aggressively raise T-Mobile’s rent, auction 
off the spectrum to other carriers, or split the spectrum up into pieces and sell/lease it in parts: in other 
words, fulfill its mission of “maximizing value for EBS spectrum license holders”. In practice, this likely 
means WCO will follow in towers’ footsteps and structure a REIT that provides public markets access to a 
diversified portfolio of spectrum assets in a tax-advantaged manner. Follow Linda Hardesty (of Fierce 
Wireless) and Mike Dano (of Light Reading) if you’re interested in how the situation unfolds.

It’s hard to overstate the size of the spectrum sharing opportunity. The three big tower companies have $120B+ of 
assets and $230B+ of market cap… spectrum licenses are worth $375B+ in the US alone. In the example above, 
WCO can afford to pay 5.5x more than T-Mobile for the same license and still make money over the long-term by 
raising rents and/or partitioning the spectrum to multiple carriers. Assuming a credibly-neutral landlord can increase 
cap rates from 5.5% → 25% (for comparison, tower portfolios went from 3% → 24%) and assuming the market 
values spectrum REITs similar to tower REITs (at 2% equity yields), WCO can more than double their money over 16 
years. A 5% IRR might seem unexciting to retail investors, but for investors who can - and in fact, need to - put 
billions of dollars into each trade, the opportunity to compound billions of dollars at >5% over decades, with real-
estate-like downside risk protection, plus upside exposure to technology trends, doesn’t come around very often.

DeWi networks will tokenize spectrum, fulfilling the true vision of shared spectrum. Spectrum REITs create 
value by extracting value: they raise rents up to the fair market rent. Tokenized spectrum creates value by unlocking 
value: in addition to raising rents up to the fair market rent, tokenizing spectrum increases utilization by bringing 

https://www.fiercewireless.com/5g/t-mobile-aims-300m-2023-25-ghz
http://www.thedisciplescollege.org/
https://www.fiercewireless.com/5g/fcc-hands-t-mobile-25-ghz-auction-it-always-wanted
https://www.lightreading.com/5g/t-mobile-sues-florida-school-district-over-5g/d/d-id/776785
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transaction fees to zero. One user can rent spectrum for a few hours and another can rent the same spectrum hours - 
or even seconds - later. 

The technology needed to achieve tokenized spectrum is quarters, not years away: teams like SuperDAO, KaliDAO, 
and Seed Labs are creating products to spin up on-chain investment entities in the click of a button, abstracting away 
50+ hours of backend legal work. KlimaDAO (carbon credits), Centrifuge (debt/receivables), and orebits (gold) have 
already tokenized $100M+ of real world assets. Federated Wireless - an FCC-registered spectrum administrator for 
the CBRS band - has already registered >3K outdoor small cell deployments on behalf of Helium and Pollen miners 
into FCC databases.

The nice thing about spectrum tokenization is that it doesn’t require tons of startup capital to experiment with: a 
natural place to start is to tokenize CBRS priority access licenses, which can be purchased for as little as tens of 
thousands of dollars (<0.1% of the $47M raised by ConstitutionDAO). Licenses could then be shared by DeWi 
networks that rent access on a block-by-block basis. Given the structure of PALs (i.e., free unlicensed spectrum with 
paid priority tiers), DeWi networks operating in CBRS spectrum will eventually resemble post-London Ethereum with 
a “base fee” paid in network tokens (HNT/PCN) and a “priority fee” paid in spectrum tokens.

Abstraction layers will need to be built for old-school telcos to interact with tokenized spectrum licenses. Companies 
like Select Spectrum are building platforms to streamline CBRS transactions which will, over time, be interfaces that 
connect users to deep pools of on-chain liquidity. Spectrum tokenization is a nascent area of DeWi, but could happen 
faster than you think: in the voluntary carbon credit markets, KlimaDAO tokenized 1-2% of global supply in its first few 
months post-launch. 

How big can these businesses be? We consider two approaches to size the opportunity for tokenized spectrum. On 
the left hand side, we assume that 5-25% of the $375B of spectrum is currently unused and can be unlocked by 
tokenization, with the company/protocol enabling it earning a take-rate of 2.5% to 20% of value created. On the right 
hand side, we assume 10-100% of all spectrum is tokenized, and that the enabling company earns a gross annual 
fee of 5-50 bps, valued at a 10x revenue multiple. Both approaches come to similar conclusion: there’s a $10B+ 
opportunity to tokenize spectrum assets. 

https://superdao.co/
https://docs.kali.gg/#features
https://www.seedlabs.cc/
https://www.klimadao.finance/
https://tinlake.centrifuge.io/pool/0xdB3bC9fB1893222d266762e9fF857EB74D75c7D6/consolfreight-4
https://orebits.io/
https://www.federatedwireless.com/
https://www.constitutiondao.com/
https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/blob/master/EIPS/eip-1559.md
https://www.cbrsdirect.com/assets/documents/pdf/CBRS%20Direct%20-%20Announcement.pdf
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Fin
The emergence of DeWi networks has us excited about five types of businesses: MHNOs, MVNO enablers, ISP 
enablers, Venture Miners, and Tokenized Spectrum. These businesses are tackling multi-billion markets and - beyond 
their own success - will enable tens of thousands of American small businesses to thrive. Thanks to DeWi, we will 
finally have communications infrastructure that is more competitive, efficient, private, reliable, and inclusive than 
today’s networks.

As for the incumbent telcos and their shareholders, we’ll leave them with our latest artistic work:

Moats of a Telco (2022)

Salvador Gala
This presentation is not an offer to sell securities of any investment fund or a solicitation of offers to buy any such securities. Securities of EV3 Fund I LP, a Delaware limited partnership, EV3 Offshore Fund I LP, a Cayman Islands exempted limited partnership, or EV3 Master Fund I LP, a Cayman Islands exempted limited partnership (collectively, the “Funds”) managed by EV3 Fund I GP LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (the “General Partner”), are offered to selected investors only by means of a complete offering memorandum and related subscription materials which contain significant additional information about the terms of an investment in the Funds (such documents, the “Offering Documents”). Any decision to invest must be based solely upon the information set forth in the Offering Documents, regardless of any information investors may have been otherwise furnished, including this presentation.  An investment in any strategy, including the strategy described herein, involves a high degree of risk. There is no guarantee that the investment objective will be achieved. Past performance of these strategies is not necessarily indicative of future results. There is the possibility of loss and all investment involves risk including the loss of principal. Securities of the Fund are not registered with any regulatory authority, are offered pursuant to exemptions from such registration, and are subject to significant restrictions.  The information in this presentation was prepared by the General Partner and is believed by the General Partner to be reliable and has been obtained from public sources believed to be reliable. General Partner makes no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of such information. Opinions, estimates and projections in this presentation constitute the current judgment of General Partner and are subject to change without notice. Any projections, forecasts and estimates contained in this presentation are necessarily speculative in nature and are based upon certain assumptions. It can be expected that some or all of such assumptions will not materialize or will vary significantly from actual results. Accordingly, any projections are only estimates and actual results will differ and may vary substantially from the projections or estimates shown. This presentation is not intended as a recommendation to purchase or sell any commodity or security. The General Partner has no obligation to update, modify or amend this presentation or to otherwise notify a reader thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, project on, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate.  This presentation is strictly confidential and may not be reproduced or redistributed in whole or in part nor may its contents be disclosed to any other person without the express consent of the General Partner.  The description herein of the approach of EV3 Ventures LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (the “Investment Manager”) and the targeted characteristics of its strategies and investments is based on current expectations and should not be considered definitive or a guarantee that the approaches, strategies, and investment portfolio will, in fact, possess these characteristics. In addition, the description herein of the Funds’ risk management strategies is based on current expectations and should not be considered definitive or a guarantee that such strategies will reduce all risk. These descriptions are based on information available as of the date of preparation of this document, and the description may change over time. Past performance of these strategies is not necessarily indicative of future results. There is the possibility of loss and all investment involves risk including the loss of principal. Certain case studies described herein are for illustrative purposes only and the digital assets described are not actual digital assets held by the Funds. Inclusion of such case studies is not intended as a recommendation to purchase or sell any digital asset and performance of these case studies is not necessarily indicative of actual results. Any projections, forecasts and estimates contained in this document are necessarily speculative in nature and are based upon certain assumptions. In addition, matters they describe are subject to known (and unknown) risks, uncertainties and other unpredictable factors, many of which are beyond the Funds’, the General Partner’s, and the Investment Manager’s control. No representations or warranties are made as to the accuracy of such forward-looking statements. It can be expected that some or all of such forward-looking assumptions will not materialize or will vary significantly from actual results. Accordingly, any projections are only estimates and actual results will differ and may vary substantially from the projections or estimates shown. The graphs, charts and other visual aids are provided for informational purposes only. None of these graphs, charts or visual aids can and of themselves be used to make investment decisions. No representation is made that these will assist any person in making investment decisions and no graph, chart or other visual aid can capture all factors and variables required in making such decisions. 


